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Local Decay of Solutions for Symmetric
Hyperbolic Systems with Dissipative
and Coercive Boundary Conditions
in Exterior Domains
By

Nobuhisa IWASAKI
§ 0. Introduction
P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips approached the scattering theory
for wave equation or symmetric hyperbolic systems with conservative and coercive boundary conditions by time-depended methods
in their book "Scattering Theory". We have seen whether the
methods in this book are applicable to other cases or not. If
the interest is restricted to local decay, they are applicable to
solutions for symmetric hyperbolic systems with dissipative and
coercive boundary conditions when the dimension of space-like > 3.
We report this here.
We consider the following mixed problem in Ox[0, °o)
Ijfff
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u(x,0)=f(x)
where O is an exterior domain with compact C2-boundary in
Rn («>3), A is a symmetric dissipative and elliptic first order
differential operator on H, A is of constant coefficient and C(x) = Q
out of a bounded set of H, moreover, A holds the unique continuation theorem and B(x) is dissipative and coercive with respect to
A. Then, the solution u(x, t} of (0.1) is given by the contraction
semigroup U(t) on J?2(H) like u(x, f)=U(f)f
if / is in X2(O). We
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shall prove that
lim£7(f)/ = 0
#->«>

in J?2Ioc(n)

except for static solutions though the operator norm of U(t) on
J?2(n) = L This property is called local decay or decay principle.
This is deduced from the followings;
1) A has no point spectrum on imaginary axis except for origin.
2) The set of functions in t: {U(t + s)f, 0<s<°°} is precompact
in the space of uniformly bounded continuous ^C2loc(fi)-valued
functions.
1) follows from Lemma 4 in §2. 3, 2) is Lemma 5 in §2. 3 and we
can deal abstractly with the proof of local decay from 1) and 2).
We show this in §1 which is an extension of Appendix 2 of P. D.
Lax and R. S. Phillips [9] to the case of contraction semigroup.
The main theorem of this paper is Theorem 8.
T. Ikebe [4], M. Matsumura [12], K. Mochizuki [16], [17],
G. Schmidt [21] and C. Wilcox [22] are the works concerned with
existence of wave operator, local decay, limiting amplitude and
eigenfunction expansions for symmetric (hyperbolic) system (general
or special). There are many works of these problems for wave
equation or Schrodinger operator. For example, we can give [2],
[3], [5], [6], [7], [9], [10], [13], [14], [15], [18], [19], [20].
§ 1. Contraction Semi-group and Local Decay
1,1. We begin by extending the classical result for one parameter
group of unitary operators.
Let X and X' stand for a reflexive Banach space and its dual
space, respectively. Let U(t) be a strong continuous one-parameter
semi-group of contraction operators on X and A be the infinitesimal
generator of U(f). Moreover, let -®COi«oDF] stand for the space of
F-valued functions, which are continuous and bounded, having the
uniform convergence topology on [0, °°), where F is a closed subset
of some locally convex topological vector space. Particularly, when
F=C, we denote it by $^( = $^[C~]}.
We define the subset Nf(u) of J3[0>txo by
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Nf(u) = fo(/) ; [0,
where u^X and
Theorem 1. W<? assume that A has no point spectrum at
for any real number &>, and that Nf(u) is a pre-compact set of .3[0ioo).
Then,

Proof.

Let us put lim sup \<pQ(t}\ =a. We can choose a se*->°°
quence {^}z-=i>2>..., which diverges to infinity as /-*<*>, such that
lim | q>Q(tj) | = a and {^.(f)} is a Cauchy sequence in -3[0f0o), because
Nf(u) is a compact set of -3[0f0o). Let the continuous function
Then,
0>00) stand for the limit function of {<pti(t)}>
(1.1.1) : <E>00 ^<2^ fe extended to an almost periodic function on
(— 00 ?

+CX)) B

Because, we can find a subsequence {s,-} in an arbitrary sequence
of real numbers {ry} which diverge to infinity such that {<&(£ + sz-)}
is a uniformly convergent sequence of functions in t in the following
sense, that is,
(1.1.2): for any positive number 8 there exists a positive integer N
such that, if j>i>N, then
_

) | <£ ,

(s,<5y) .

In fact, if we take a proper subsequence {sj of {rt}, {<psi(f)} is a
Cauchy sequence in -®[0>0o) and 5,-<5y for f <y. And we may take a
subsequence {£{} of {/,-} such that 5,-<fi. On the other hand it holds
that

Here, if j>i>N for some large integer ./V, the first and second
terms of the right hand side are bounded by £/3 uniformly on
Sj>Q by the definition of &(t) and the third term is bounded by
uniformly on f + /J>0, that is, on t + St>Q by the way of choice
of {5,}. This means (1.1.2).
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From the property (1.1.2) we can conclude that <£(£) is an
almost periodic function in t on [0, °°), that is, if we set
m(e)=

{s>0, \<$>(t + s)-<!>(t)\<£} ,

m(£) is relatively dense in [0, °o). Since almost periodic function on
[0, oo) can be extended uniquely to the almost periodic functions on
(—00, +00), we have (1.1.1).
Now, using that the generator A has no point spectrum on the
imaginary axis, we prove that <3>00 = 0. From the mean ergodic
theorem there exists v^X which is the limit vector of

e'MU(t)udt
as T->oo in the strong topology and which satisfies that

that is,

and
Hence VM must be zero vector. From the above all Fourier coefficients of the almost periodic function <E>(£), (i.e.)

are zero. Hence we conclude that <!>(£) = 0 from the uniqueness
theorem of almost periodic functions for their Fourier coefficients.
By the construction of <!>(£) this shows that
t-*°°

= *(0) = 0.

The proof is complete.
Remark* In the above proof of Theorem 1 we have used "nonexistence of point spectrum of A on imaginary axis" only to prove
that
(1.1.3)

lim
r-><*> l

J0

<*-'-'t/(0«,/>df = 0.

Hence we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. N/u) is a compact set of -®[0><*o and (1.1.3) holds
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for any real to, then Iim<p0(£) = 0; <p0(/) = <£/(£)«, />.
t->°°
Let
= lim inf | <U(t}f, g> \ ,
Theorem 2. The following i) and ii) #r# equivalent,
i) Tfe generator A has no point spectrum on the imaginary axis.
ii) For any f^X and g^X', j3g(f) is zero.
Proof. It is easy to show that ii) implies i). In fact, if A
has ico as a point spectrum, there exist f^X and g^X' such that
</, g>*0 and U(t)f=e'**f.
This shows /3g(f) = |</, g>\ =*=0, in the
other words, contradicts to the proposition ii).
Let us prove that i) implies ii). We fix / an element of X.
Then, the set {U(t)f, 0<£<°o} is included in the subspace of X
which has a countable base because U(t)f is continuous in t in the
strong topology of X. Hence we assume that X has a countable
base in the proof of this theorem. Let G= {gn}n=i,z,... be a countable
base of X' and Gn be the unit sphere of the finite dimensional
subspace of Xr generated by {&, --,gn}. And put
Sn(f) = lim inf {sup | <E7(f)/,
/->«»

Z^Gn

and

S(/)=

sup

«.(/) = lim 8

From the definition of §(/) there exists the increasing sequences of
real numbers {tt} and of integers {n,} which satisfy that

where limf f - = lim« I -=oo, and i|C/(^-)/li<ll/ll because U(f) is a conz->°°

i-*-eo

traction semi-group. From the compactness of bounded sets in the
weak topology of X, we can find the subsequence {£•} of {f,} such
that the sequence of vectors {U(t't)f} converge to an element <p of
X in the weak sense. We denote such a subsequence by {£,-} again.
Let us prove that
(1.1.4)
If we fix t e[0, oo), there exists /(«, £, f) for £>0 such that
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sup \<U(t)<p, gy\ > sup | <fj(t + /,)/, £>| -€

i>I(n, 6, t) ,

because U(t) is a continuous operator in weak topology and Gn is
finite dimensional. If /-»oo, this shows that

Since t and £ are arbitrary, S M (<p)>S M (/). We have that

Next we prove that
(1.1.5)
For any £>0, there exists N such that
I M I < sup !
8EL0n

and there exists I(N9 6) such that
sup \<<p, gy\ < sup |<C7(f,)

£,

n>N,

because GnuGN when n>N.
From the way of choice of {£,•} and {^-}, if we put n = nf and
make / tend to infinity, the right rhand side of the above inequality
is replaced by §(/) + £. Thus we have (1.1.5).
Since |Ml>S(<p), (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) mean that
(1.1.6)

IMI = S(<P) = 8(/)-

From this, we can prove that the subset &={U(t)(py 0</<°o} is a
precompact set of X in the strong topology. In fact, U(t}<p is
continuous in t in the strong topology and <I> is precompact in the
weak topology. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that, if {f/(O<p}
is a convergent sequence in the weak topology, {t/(^-)<p} is a convergent sequence in the strong topology, where {t{} is a sequence
of real numbers which diverges to infinity. Let $ be the weak
limit of {U(t^)cp}, i.e.,
(]> = w —
Then
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l>ll^ll = sup sup |
«

>S(<?) - \\<p\\

from

S<=G-n

(1.1.6).

Thus, we have that lim ||t/(OHI = I M I i+°°
Applying the resonance theorem, we have the strong convergence
of {U(t^)cp} to (p. This means that <I> is precompact in the strong
topology. Let N(q>) stand for the set of all functions in t : U(t + s)(p,
where 5 denotes an arbitrary real non-negative constant. N(<p) is
the subset of ^B^t^\_X~\. Combining the compactness of 2> and the
contractility of U(t} (i.e.) ||C/(jf)||<l, we conclude that N(<p) is a
pre-compact subset of -S^-oCX"]. Particularly, for any g^X
Ng(cp)
is a pre-compact subset of -3[0>0o> Applying Theorem 1, <<p, £>
must be zero, that is, <p must be zero vector. This is nothing but
S(/) = 0 because S(/) = |MI- In the other words, it holds the pro00

perty ii) because «=i
U Gn generates X'.

The proof is complete.

l B 2o To bring the previous result into a handier form for
applications.
Let H be Hilbert space and F be Frechet space where H is
densely injected into F. We denote the inner product of H by ( , )
and the norm of H by || • ||. Moreover, we assume that the following "Condition A" is satisfied between H and F.
Condition A. There exists a countable set of bilinear forms
{PJ :j = l, 2, •••} on F satisfying the following conditions (1) and (2).
(1) {pX/) = [p//>/)J /2 , y = l,2, ••-} are semi-norms of F.
(2) for any f<^H, it holds that
p//)<Py + 1 (/)<l!/il ,

SUP p//) = ||/| | .

Remark 1. From the Condition A it follows immediately that,
setting ery(/, £) = (/, g)-pj(f, g} for/, gE^H, o-//, g) are non-negative
bilinear forms on H and that <r y (/) = [/ry(/, /)]1/2 have the seminorms property, i.e.,

Remark 2. If we set H=L2(n)
satisfies the Condition A.

and F-L2loc(n), this pair
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Let U(t) be a contraction semi-group on H (t>G), i.e.,
A be the infinitesimal generator of £7(0, D(A) be the definition
domain of A and M(/) be the motion of /, i.e.,

Condition B. The set of motions {M(U(s)f)>
precompact in -S[0,

for 0<s<oo} is

Condition C. The subset {U(t)f, 0<t<oo} of H is precompact
in F.
Remark 3. Condition B implies Condition C.
Remark 4. If the set {f^D(A) ; ||/||-HIA/1I<1} is precompact
in F, then all elements of H satisfy the Condition C.
Let K be the closed subset {/; ||/||<l}c-fiF. We introduce the
following symbols.
Ks stands for the set K whose topology is equivalent to the
strong topology of H.
KF stands for the set K whose topology is equivalent to the
topology of F.
Kw stands for the set K whose topology is equivalent to the
weak topology of H.
Then, Ks, KF and Kw are complete in each topology. The topology
of Ks is stronger than the topology of KF and the topology of KF
is stronger than the topology of KW9 i.e.,
(1.2.1)

Ks^KFc:Kw.

It is clear from the Condition A that KsdKF.
Condition A and Remark 1,

Using (2) of the

£\\f\\<rj(g)+Pj(f)\\g\\.

This means that a Cauchy sequence of KF is a Cauchy sequence of
Kw because for a fixed g^H lima-J-(g') = Q. Thus KFdKw, and
]-+<*>
since it is clear that Ks and Kw are complete, KF is also complete.
From (1.2.1) we conclude that
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Remark 5. If T is a bounded linear operator on H, T is
continuous in the weak topology of H. Hence, if T is a contraction
operator, T is a closed operator on KF. Particularly, if T is
restricted on a subset E of KF whose image by T, TE, is precompact in KF, T is continuous on E (in KF).
Theorem 3. A has no point spectrum on imaginary axis if and
only if it holds the proposition that, if (and only if} f^H
satisfies
the Condition B,
limpy(C7(0/) = 0
°°

for all

j.

Proof. We may assume that ||/||<1. Then,
and the Condition B means that {M(U(s)f) 0<s<°°} is precompact
in -S[0.oo)[/f/p], that is, in ^^[Kw'} from (1.2.2). Therefore for a
fixed g^Hy Ng(f)={v,(t) = (U(t + s)f,g)e=&^ 0<s<oo} is precompact in -®[0>oo).
Applying Theorem 1,
(1.2.3)

Km<p 0 (0 = 0.
t-*°°

Now, we put Sy = limsupp y (E7(0/). Then, there exists the Cauchy
/•>«»
sequence {U(tk)f} in KF such that S- = k+oo
lim Pj(U(tk)f) and fe^-oo
lim^ f t =oo
J

from Remark 3. If we denote the limit vector of {U(tk}} as &->oo
by h, then S, = p,(/0 and lim^(O = ||A||2 where <J>(f) = (U(f)f,K).
On
fe->°°
the other hand, Iim0(f) = 0 from (1.2.3). Thus h must be zero
/->°°
vector, that is, Sy = 0. The "if" part of this theorem is clear.
The proof is complete.
If we assume the precompactness of the set {U(f)f}
have the similar result as Theorem 2. We put

in F, we

= sup{liminfp
y (l7(0/)}.
/
Theorem 4. A has no point spectrum on imaginary axis if and
only if it holds the proposition that, if f satisfies the Condition C,
then £(/) must be zero.
Proof.

We assume that ||/||<1. Considering the precompact-
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ness of the set {U(f)f} in F, there exist sequences of real numbers
and {PN} which diverge to infinity and satisfy that, for n>N,
(1.2.4)

\

and that {U(tk)f} is a Cauchy sequence in KF. Therefore, there
exists <&&KF such that <3> = lim U(tk)f in KF. Considering that U(s)
*-><»
is continuous on E; E={\(U(s1)-U(s2))f; |X|^l/2, 0^, s2^oo}
dKF (Remark 5) and (U(tk)-®)/2eE, when we fix £>0, 5 and p,
we can take q and constant Cssp such that
PP(U(tk+s)fThus
If we make k tend to infinity, the second term converges to zero.
Since £ is arbitrary, we have that
Pp(U(s)®)

> linunf

Pp(U(t)f)

,

that is,

On the other hand, ||0>|| = lim /o*(*)
= f(/) from (1.2.4).
/>-><*> p
e(®)>6(f)

= ||*||>lim \\U(t)®\\>€(®) ,
/->°°

This implies

that is,

(1.2.5)
Since {C/(0^>} is included in the closure of {£/(/)/} in ^F
is precompact in KF, too. We now prove that <3> satisfies the condition B. To do so, it is enough to show that
(1.2.6): if the sequence {C7(f ,•)<!>} is a Cauchy sequence in KF and
{/,-} tends to infinity as i-^^y then it is a Cauchy sequence
in Ks .
Because, U(t) is a contraction semi-group and strong continuous in t .
From (1.2.5), for £>0 there exists N and T such that for n>N
and t>T
Hence
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fy)*)+p.(tffc)*-tf(^)*)

<£+£+£,

if we make i and j be sufficiently large. This shows (1.2.6), that
is, <3> satisfies the Condition B. Hence, we can use theorem 3 for
<1>. We conclude that <3> must be zero vector, that is, £(/) = 0. The
"if" part of this theorem is clear. The proof is complete.
We know of theT contraction semi-group that there exists the
strong limite of ^\i f e~io)tU(t)udt as T-»oo and except for countable
Jo
real numbers
lim^ [Te-intU(t)udt = 0.
T->00

JQ

We now denote by (&>z-, af) the countable pairs of real number and
vector such that
lim ^ (V'VC7(0«<# = a^O .
T-*«>

Jo

Moreover, we have that
2 ||0y||2<lim ^ (T||C7(0«||2^ ,

(A-iaJa^Q ; a^D(A)

00

Hence, if we put Pu = ^aj9 P is a projection on H, i.e. PZ = P and
the range of P coincides with the closure of the subspace consisted
of eigenvectors whose eigenvalues are on imaginary axis.
On the other hand, in the proof of Theorem 3, we can replace
the assumption that A has no point spectrum on the imaginary axis
by the assumption that for any real co
0

Therefore, applying Theorem 3 to f — P f ,
Theorem.

we have the following

Theorem 5. // / satisfies the Condition B, then
lim pAU(f)f-

U(f)Pf)

=0

for all j .

?->°o

Here U(t)Pf is nothing but a H-valued almost periodic functions in t.
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Corollary 5. // {U(t)f} is precompact in H, then
lim\\U(t)f-U(t)Pf\\==0.
§ 2. Applications to Solutions for Symmetric Hyperbolic
Systems with Dissipative and Coercive
Boundary Conditions
2.1.

Existence and regularity of solutions.
We consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem for hyperbolic system of the form:

|- u(x, 0 = 2 A-(*)
£-*(*, 0 + C(x) u(x, 0 ; (*, 0 en x [0, «,)
1
oF
z""
w(jc, 0 ^ B(x)
,/ r \J)
AN —
__ Wqj}(
7U\X,

c/^j-

; (#,

in the product space of a ^-dimensional domain n with compact
C2-boundary and [0, °o). Here, we assume that A and B satisfy
the following conditions where
(2.1.2)

A = ijlAi(x)— + C(x).

Condition I. A is a formally dissipative operator, that is,
i) A{ are kxk Hermitian-symmetric-matrix-valued functions of
class
ii) C + C*-2y-i 9jc
—

y

Condition II. A is a uniformly elliptic operator, that is,
|, S>0 for any non-zero real vector (gy), where S is
independent on
Condition III. fi(#) are maximal non-positive, that is, the matrix
An(x) is non-positive over B(x)9 i.e.,
uAnu < 0
for all u(x) in 5(jt:), #e3n, and B(jc) are the maximal subspace in
Ck satisfying such a property, where An(x) = ^AJ-(x)nf(x)
(nj(x)} is the outer normal to the surface 3fl at

and
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Condition IV. B(x) are coercive with respect to A, that is,
B PI £ (£) = {0} , for any non-zero real vector (f.) such that 2t?/7y = 0,
;=1

where £(f) are the subspace spanned by the root-vectors of M(f) =
A^l^A£f whose eigen- values have the negative real parts.
;=1

We now mention the results deduced by the above conditions.
From Conditions II and IV, we have the coercive estimate for
u^Hl(£l] and z*| 9Q eB;
(2.1.3)

-®-u < Const {||4«|| + \\u\\} ,
fat

where H*(£l} stands for the vector-valued square integrable functions
with square integrable first derivatives. We denote by D(Jt) the
functions which are elements of H^(£l} and satisfy the boundary
conditions (i.e.) u\m^B, From Conditions I, II, III and IV, we have
that the differential operator (A,— A) is one to one and onto map
from D(Jl) to J?2(£l) for any positive number X and satisfies the
estimate ;

(Refer to P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips [8] and [9] for the precise
discussions for these properties.)
Let Jl stand for the closed operator attached to A on J? 2(£t)
with D(<Jl} as definition domain. Then, the following lemma holds
from the above fact applying the Hille-Yosida's Theorem.
Lemma 1. JL is an infinitesimal generator of a contraction
semi-group.
We denote by U(t) the contraction semi-group generated by Jl.
Then, it holds for f^D(JL} that
4-U(t)f = JLU(t}f
at

and

U(t)fs=D(J[) .

This equation means the mixed initial-boundary value problem (2.1.1)
and U(t)f is its solution.
2. 2. The case in a bounded domain.
In this section 2. 2, we assume that the domain H is a bounded
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domain. Using the coerciveness of JL, Rellich's Theorem and Remark
4 in 1.2, we have that {U(£)f} is precompact in ^2(O). Considering Corollary 5, we immediately have the following conclusion.
Theorem 6. // (2.1.1) satisfies Conditions 7, //, III and IV and
O is a bounded domain, then there exists the projection P on -C2(£l}
such that :
i) U(t)f is a unique solution of (2.1.1) with the initial data /.
ii) U(t}Pf is an almost periodic solution of (2.1.1).
iii) lim |
Corollary 6. We assume that A + i/u is a system holding the
unique continuation theorem (//, is real) and that (2.1.1) satisfies
Condition 7, 77, 777 and IV. Moreover, we assume the stronger
Condition V. Then any solution U(f)f of (2.1.1) decays as t->°° in
X2(fl), i.e.,

Here the Condition V is the f ollowings ;
Condition V. (A, B) is strictly dissipative, that is, the following
i) or ii) holds :
i)

If u^B and \ u-AnudS=Q, then there exists an open set o> of
J9Q

9fl such that u=0 on CD.
ii) There exists a point XQ of O such that C + C*-^^-Aj is a
negative matrix at XQ.
Proof of Corollary. Since the range of P coincides with the
subspace spanned by eigenf unctions of Jl on J7(H) whose eigenvalues lie on imaginary axis, it is enough to prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 2. We assume that A — ip holds the unique continuation
theorem and satisfies Conditions 7, 777 and V, If (A—ifjb)u = Q, u^
D(JL) and //, is real, then u must be zero.
Remark. In this lemma it is irrespective for H to be bounded
or unbounded.
Proof.

It holds that
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0 - Re(CA-i»«, u)

2

)u, u) + Re

J»Q

u-AHudS,

where A* is the formal adjoint operator of A.

Since A -\-A* is non-

positive matrix and \ u*AnudS is non-positive, too, ((A + A*)u9 u)
J9Q
U'AnudS must be zero. Thus, there exists an open set o>0 in
9Q
311 or an open set o^ in H such that ^=0 on co0 or w=0 on ^ from
Condition V. Using the unique continuation theorem we conclude
u=0 on fl. The Lemma is proved.

5

2. 3. The case in an exterior domain.
In this section 2.3 we assume that A is a constant coefficient
differential operator without term C at the exterior of some bounded
domain, that is, the form

(Remark, we call this condition Condition VI.) and that the dimension of #-space is not less than 3 and n is an exterior domain.
2.3.1. Solutions of systems of constant coefficients in free space.
We consider the equation of the form
(2.3.1)
where A is of constant coefficients in whole space Rn. Since A
defines the self -ad joint operator JLQ on X2 with H1 as its definition
domain, we can express by the strong continuous one-parameter
group of unitary operator of X2 : U0(t) the unique solution of the
initial value problem for (2.3.1) with initial data / like UQ(t)f.
We denote the orthonormal eigenvectors and their eigenvalues
of symmetric matrices :
j— 1

with parameter % of real vectors by %•(?) and
respectively, where

r

i(%\ i =
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• +1 (-f)

and

We denote by N the subset of X2(Sn^)
which have the form :

consisting of the functions

k/2

where J^2(Sn,1) is the space of square integrable functions valued in
Ck on S w _j and h^co) are scalar-valued functions. Let f ( x ) be an
element of X2, /(?) = 9r(/) be Fourier Transform of / and <£y(cr, &>)
be the scalar products of /(crco) and jj(co);

where we introduce polar coordinates £=GTO>, creJf^ 1 and
Then we can define the operator <I> from X2=X\Rn} to L\R\ N),
which is the space of JV-valued square integrable functions on R\
such that
*/2

and 0 is unitary map. In fact,

because ^y(cr, a>) = <^_y +1 (— a-, —CD). Conversely, if we correspond
0(o-, co)^L2(R\ N) to #(*) such that

Then, ^(jr) belongs to X2 and <p(<r, co) = &(g). Moreover, to make
clear the properties of solutions of (2.3.1), we define the operator
3n from functions in (s, co) to functions in x by the form :
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J
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h(xco, co)dco

where h(sy co) is an element of C°°(Rl, N) which is the set of Nvalued C°°-functions in s^R1. Then it holds the following properties
for 3n: if h^C^(R\ N)
to Q o^
^.O.Z;

crn\-\ $'*(**(*> ^
«^«W ~

1

,

I/,

,

l/2yA/

when n is odd

>

'

N\

T.

10 ( ! c r | ' h(cr,co)),

when ^ is even;

and

(2.3.3)
where
when
/r^ix/
x i h(s> ^ '
TO(*,») = U , , ,_^

Moreover, if J®(f)^L2(R\
then

n is

odd
a)

when, is even.

N) and ff^ (/*(/)) eC°°(|

(2.3.4)
u
where

When w is

f ^^) '
+1/2

°dd

|cr| <I>(/) ,
when n is even.
We now define the closed subspace D- of J?2 by the closure of
functions which are represented as the form :
(2.3.5)

/(*) = 2X {(| j-^-L^h(s, a,)}

where h(s, co) is an element of CJTCR1, TV) whose support is contained
in /2l = (— oo? 0]. Then we have the property that, if /eZ?_,
£70(0/=0 at |*|<-f-C m l n , C min - min inf r,(f), because, if /(jc) is
l<f<*/2 Igl=l

represented as (2.3.5), U0(t)f is represented as the form:
U0(t)f

=Cn

=

hj(xa> - T/CO) t, co)7j(co) dco ;

and that, if /eDi, from (2.3.3),
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, CD) = 0 ,
.3?t<r)(<r\<r\- ®(f)) = 0,
1/2

at s<0, when n is odd,
at 5<0, when n is even.

Therefore, when n is odd, if /eDi, then
0,(/)/ = 0 at

|*|<C m i n *.

When « is even, if /<EDin# 1/2 , from (2.3.5)
o))rfx!

at

Jo S — -<J

then
= C, 2
y
gj(s,

£/**> - T,(O>) /, M;) 7/01) (/a

at

\x\< Cmin f ;

co) = a.

Applying the Schwartz's inequality to this expression, we have
-i'

at

C m t a *>|«|;

Putting the above in order, we have
Lemma 3.

1) 7//ED_, £70(/)/=0 at \x\>-CmiJ.
2) W%ew w is odd, if f<=D± ,
is even, i
\U0(t}f\*<f3
Theorem 7. If f=0, at \x\>p,

when n = odd,
» = e&m ,

U0(t)f = 0 at

\x\< Cmln(f - p) ,

| U0(t)f \2<pn

Proof. This is clear because we can show that U0(p)f belongs
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to Di and \\f\\1/2=\\U0(t)f\\1/2 by Fourier Transform.
Next, we show a lemma which means that any operator attached
to A on J?2-space in exterior domain has no point spectrum on
imaginary axis except for zero.
Lemma 4. // u is square-integrable in \x\>R
equation ;
u =0
in
\x\>R

and satisfies the

where ^ is a non-zero real number, then u must be zero in \x\>R.
Remark. In this Lemma it is not necessary for A to be nonsingular (i.e.) elliptic. It is sufficient to assume that A is symmetric.
This lemma has been shown in P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips [9]
Chapter 6 when the dimension of x -space n is odd. This is proved
in the same way when it is even, too. In order to prove simply
we use the result of D. Ludwig [11] on the Radon Transform.
We define jR0 operator from 3)^ to 3)Lz(L\Sn-3) by the form :

Lemma (Ludwig). 5i0 is a one-to-one, onto, bicontinuous operator
from 3)L* to 3^(3) ^)c 3)L*(L\S*-"i) and from 3) to ^(L^S*'1)) H N,
and u = Q in \x\>R if and only if Sl0u = Q in \s >R, where we
define that f^£D(L2(Sn~1)) is contained in N if f is an even function
in (s, co) and satisfies that

L!

Skf(s, a>)iY(a))dsda> = 0

Sn-l

for all spherical harmonic Y"/(o>) of degree I when k<ljr(n — l').
Where <3)Lz is the space of functions of L2 in x^Rn, every
derivative of which belongs to L2 and 3)L^(L2(Sn'1}} is the space of
L2(Sn^1)-valued functions in s^R1 satisfying this property. 3) is
compact support C°°-functions and S)(L\SU^ is L2(SK~1)-valued 3)functions.
Y z-1 Si in
Remark. £R which we define here is equal to 1/ 9—)
0

\os/

D. Ludwig [11].
So we have a little modified the necessary and
sufficient condition.
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Proof of Lemma 4. We may assume that u belongs to 3)L^
because we may put u = 0 in \x\<R and we can convolute the
mollifier to u since the differential operator is of constant coefficients.
The operator £R0 has the properties that

Therefore, u=<RQ(u) satisfies the equation:
(2.3.6)

A(a>)-+itiu(s9 o>) = 0,
\
ds I

\s\ >R9

A(u) = 2 A-*),- ,
because (A + ifi)u = Q9 \x\>R. Since there exists A(o>) such that
= A(o))9 (2.3.6) implies that
A(a>)u(±s, co) = e^R~s^A^"A(w)u(±R, co) , where

s>R.

u(s, co) belongs to <DL*(U(Sn-3). A(co)u(s9 co), also, belongs to
<3)L2(U(Sn^}. Thus, A(co)u(s, co) must be zero in |s|>i? 0 From
(2.3.6) u(s> co) must be zero because ^4=0. We have shown that
A(oy)— + 1> ) M, then / belongs
r\

to £)(L2(Sn-3)(}N.
Since //,^0, we can use the induction in k to
show that u belongs to N, because

where v-Yi = (v1Y9v2Yt9 •••), #=/, w or ^4(co)^. It is clear from the
definition that u is even in (s, co). Thus, we conclude that u(x) = 0
in \x\>R from the Lemma (Ludwig).
2, 3o 2. The decay of the solution for mixed-boundary value problem in exterior domain.
Here, we take J?2(H) as H and J?2loc(fi) as F in 1.2. If we
assume Condition VI and that O is an exterior domain, we shall
show that U(f)f satisfies the Condition B using Lemma 3 and that
U(f)f decays locally applying Theorem 3, because there is Lemma
4, where U(i)f is a contraction semi-group which corresponds the
initial data / to the function at t fixed of solution for mixed problem
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(2.1.1) which we defined in Section 2.1, that is, which satisfies the
Condition I, II, III and IV.
Lemma 5. // U(t) is the above, Q,ciRn (n>3) is an exterior
domain and (2.1.1) satisfies Condition VI, then the set of motions
M(U(s)f} for 0<s<°o is precompact in .S[0>oo)(J?2loc(n)), for every
/e=T2(n), namely, f satisfies Condition B as F= J72loc(n).
Proof. Since there is the contractility of U(t\ it is sufficient
to prove it only for /'s which form a dense subset in _£2(n). So we
assume that / is with compact support and belongs to the definition
domain of JH : <D(Jl\ that is, belongs to Hl(H) and satisfies the
boundary condition on 3£L So we have that
(2.3.7)

Const||E7(0/|^
^ 1 14/HU^Q) +11/11^0)-

We now fix such a /. We may assume that the support of / is
contained in {| x\ <p} HH where p>p 0 and A is the constant coefficient
differential operator discussed in 2.3.1 in {\x\>p0} which is contained in £1. Then, it is clear that / is orthogonal to every element
of D~p^=UQ( — pl}D_ when we suppose that / is an element of J?2(Rn}
by putting /=0 in IV7. Because g=Q in {\x\ <p} if g<^Dpi, p1 = p/Cminy
from Lemma 3. Moreover, we can prove that U(f)f have a same
property, namely,
(2.3.8):

t/00/ belongs to (Dipi) .

In fact, we have the duality such that
(U(t)f, g)j^Q) = (/, UQ(-t}g)^(Rn}
because, if g^D~\ then, g^J^2(£l} and it holds that
Ut(-t)g= U(t)*g
from uniqueness of the dual operator U(t)* which give solutions of
the hyperbolic system with some dissipative boundary condition.
Since U0( — t}g is an element of D_, too,
(U(t)f, g)j^) = (/. U0(-t)g)^(Ra) = 0 .
By using the Rellich's theorem it is clear from (2.3.7) that

{U(f)f,
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0<£<oo} is pre-compact in J72loc(n)8
We shall prove the following inequality: If we give £>0 and
p', then there exists p" such that for all sy t and r>0
(2.3.9)

In order to show this we take a C°°-function %(#) such that
<1, X(x) = l in \x\>p and X(x) = Q in {\x\<p0} and we consider
the following one.
(2.3.10)

U(r+s)f-U(T
=
U(T)(I-X(x)){U(s)f-U(t)f}
+ lU(r)X(x){U(s)f- U(t)f}-X(x)U0(T)X(x){U(s)f+ X(x)U0(T)X(x){U(s)f-U(t)f}
.

U(t)f}~}

_C2-norm of the first term of the right hand side of (2.3.10) is
bounded by \\(l-X(x)){U(s)f-U(t)f}\\.
So, we have that for all
s, t and r>0
(2. 3. 11)

1 1 U(r) (1 - %(*)) { U(s)f- U(t)f} |
<\\U(s)f-U(t)f

\\j-

Since f/(s)/e(Dipi)J-, r(x)U(s)f^(D-p^.
Thus, from Lemma 3 we have
(2. 3. 12)

\j^

So

U0(Pi)%(x)U(s)f^(D_)\

| \X(x) Ua(r)X(x) U(s)f 1 1^( ]
0,
(x)U(s)f\\^

when n is odd
,,_.
,

r-p-PT-^P

'

?

when ^ is even.
Therefore, we have that, at ^>p//Cmin + p1J
lithe third term||^(|jc <pt)
0,

when n is odd
Const

M ^ , , ^ when n is eyen
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because \\X(x}U(s)f \\1/2<Const\\U(s)f \^<Const \\f\\19 that is, there
exists rTcO such that for T>T O
(2.3.13)
Next we estimate the second term. We operate — — A to the second
or
term = /2(T). We have that
A\dt

/0(T)X(*){£W- U(t)f} = G(r) :
A- — ^)
9*,-

and /2(r) belongs to D(J£).
72(T)

,

in n x [0, oo )

So that,

=

This implies the estimate that

Since A(%) = 0 at \x\^.p, we can take p' = p in (2.3.12) and we have
that at cr>2 P /C min
( 0,
ll (°")llx (i?")-)
Const
G

when n is odd,

2

Since we here assume ^>3,

(
°"

o,

(Const

at r, r1>2p/Cmin.
This means that there exists rl such that for r>rl

On the other hand, U(f) has the finiteness of the dependence domain
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such that

In \x >P, G(<r) = 0 and I1(Q)
Therefore, we have that /2(f1) = 0 in \x\>p + r1, namely,

(2.3.15)
Because

/fa) = £7fa)X(*) { U(s)f-

U(f)f}

and U(t) and U0(t) have the finiteness of dependence domain such that
(2.3.16)

From the above estimates (2.3.11), (2.3.13), (2.3.14) and (2.3.15)
we have that if r>max {TO, rj and p">p + 2Cmaxr1 it holds (2.3.9).
Moreover, when r<max {TO, T I }=T Z , if we use (2.3.16), we have that

So, we conclude (2.3.9) for all r>0.
We have defined the mapping M from the subset
0<s<°o} of -£2loc(n) to the subset of Motions {M(U(s)f)>
of ®^(£\oc(m by

M(g}= U(t}g,

S={U(s)f,
0<s<°°}

g^S

which is a -£2loc(O)-valued function in t. Then the inequality (2. 3. 9)
means that Mis extendable to a continuous mapping on Sd J72loc(O).
Therefore, {M(U(s)f), 0<^<oo} is precompact in ^[0>oo)(X2loc(n))
because S is compact itself. The proof is complete.
Lemma 5 shows that Theorem 3 or Theorem 5 is applicable to
the solution of (2.1.1) in the case of exterior domain, namely, we
can conclude the following theorem.
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Let U(t) be a semi-group such that U(f)f represents the solution
of (2.1.1).
Let 31 be a subspace of J7(n) such that
31 = the closure of Range Jl
= the closure of Range (£/(!) — /)

= 0} .
Theorem 8. // the mixed problem (2.1.1) in exterior domain
contained in Rn (»>3) satisfies Conditions I, //, ///, IV and Condition
VI and if A—ip holds the unique continuation theorem for real JJL,
then the solution U(t)f has a limit in J?2loc(n) as £-»oo and its limit
g is a static solution of (2.1.1.) belonging to J?2(O), that is, U(t)g=g.
Particularly, if /e 31, then the limit is zero. Moreover, if we assume
Condition V, then, 31 coincides with -£2(fi).
Proof. From Lemma 5, U(t) satisfies the condition of Theorem
5 if we take H=£2(ti) and F= J?2loc(O). So, we have the projection
P on J7(n) ;

and considering Lemma 4 we have that the Range P must coincide
with 31 because there is no eigenvalue of JH on imaginary axis
except for the origin. In fact, let ^eJ?2(O) be an eigenvector with
eigenvalue z> of Jl where ^ is real, the Lemma 4 shows that u
must be identically zero at \x\ >p0 for some real p0. Since it holds
the unique continuations theorem for A— iyu, u must be identically
zero on O. For the last part of Theorem from Lemma 2 i/ju = 0 is
not an exceptional point. This is that Range P=3l = ~£2(ti). The
Theorem is proved.
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